Operating Instructions

**e-pill® MED EZ Keychain Medication Reminder (421131)**

e-pill MED EZ Keychain Medication Reminder can remind you to take your daily medications. This Compact, Simple to SET and Easy to USE interval (count-down) timer was designed to be a reminder for medications taken once-a-day or on a 12, 6, 5 or 4 hour interval. It works well as a pill timer for non-chronic medications such as anti-biotics or other Rx drugs taken on a short term basis.

Please note that on this e-pill the battery can be replaced, but we recommend that you take it to a jeweler or place where watch batteries (example Radio Shack) are available. It uses a CR2016.

**Never Forget to take your Medications Again!**

The interval timer can be set to alarm you:

**SCHEDULE:**
- Once-A-Day (=Interval 1)
- Every 12 Hours (= Interval 2)
- Every 6 Hours (= Interval 3)
- Every 4 Hours (= Interval 4)
- Every 5 Hours (= Interval 5)

**SETTING** your e-pill MED EZ Keychain Timer
- Press the front button to open your MED EZ.
- Hold the STOP button down for 10 seconds and the word MED will appear on the display.
- Tap the SET button until you reach the interval you need (see above)
- Press START
- Close the lid

Your e-pill MED EZ Keychain Medication Reminder is now set to remind you to take your medications on the interval you have selected.

**MEDICATION TIME** How to use your new e-pill Medication Reminder:

**ALARM - What to do when the ALARM goes OFF**
Alarm will sound for 20 seconds when it is time for you to take your medications. To stop the alarm, open the lid and press the STOP button.

- Take your Medications

After taking your medications, press STOP and the MED EZ will continue counting down to the next medication time.

If you need to re-set your MED EZ simply hold down the STOP button for 10 seconds and follow the SETTING instructions above.
If medication times are missed, you should follow the directions from your physician or pharmacist before taking any medication out of sequence.